ABSTRACT:
New technologies give local journalists the opportunity to extend their agenda, adding the international context; however, for community participation it is crucial to be informed about the closest environment. Several Ukrainian local news sites in the situation of political instability and military conflict increase the number of news items about international/national issues, whereas a majority of others covers predominantly city/regional events. On the basis of content analysis, news geography of two leading news sites of two Ukrainian cities Lviv and Odesa are studied and two types of local sites are discovered: local (with a high priority given to the local news) and non-local (with a priority placed on the international and national news). A clear correlation between the number of texts and exclusivity of news sources can be seen. Exclusivity is higher on the sites which see the local news items as their priority; however, quality of news remains problematic for both types. Readers are provided with a lot of unchecked and unbalanced content. As a result, functions of community integration and participation cannot be fulfilled properly by the local media, and defining other additional tools for civic engagement becomes a significant task.
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Introduction

The Internet seems to be indispensable for all types of democratic processes and civic engagement; its role was crucial in the times of Arab Spring, Euromaidan and other movements supporting the human rights and social changes. Communication trends related to blogging and social networks challenge both offline and online media. Readers trust bloggers more than journalists,1 social networks are faster in news generation and transmission and in some cases citizen journalists can replace professionals.2 However, blogs and social networks cannot fulfill all mass media functions,3 as well as “corporate colonization of the Internet” questions the
alternative essence of these media and their possibility to destroy access hierarchy. In their struggle for survival, journalists and editors have changed some traditional ways of their work; they aim to reduce their staffs, increase the rate of the office activity instead of information gathering at the scene, and prioritize consumers’ interests, not citizens.

Local news media in such a situation become much more vulnerable: "The business models that local newspapers have been based on are under tremendous pressure today as readership is eroding, advertising declining, and overall revenues plummeting." These media seek new audiences, and the most common decision they make is adopting the tabloid format, whereas some of them choose another way: globalization on the one hand and digitalization on the other provide them with an opportunity to change the news geography. Some local media are not just local anymore. Reprinting press releases, posts on social networks and other media produce, local media can afford to cover national or even international issues. However, what does it mean for local communities? And if the local news is the material for democracy, what does it mean for the civic society?

The study deals with the transformations related to gathering and creating news that take place in Ukrainian local news media available on the Internet. The quality of journalistic content, large percentage of the so-called ‘copy-paste’ (unchanged reprints from different sources), professional standards violations and as a result – a steady decline of audience’s trust and weak participation in democracy-building processes – these are the basic characteristics of Ukrainian local press.

Meanwhile, the context of political instability, post-Soviet tradition, hybrid warfare as well as the military conflict in Donbas and the annexation of Crimea are significant factors we need to consider while evaluating the role of local mass media. However, according to international research, the situation in Ukrainian local media is not unique. Local media can be perceived as a threat to the democracy, they demonstrate loyalty to the authorities, depend on press releases of the government and cannot ‘bring back a sense of community’. In Ukrainian professional and scientific circles pessimistic voices can be heard, the local press is called a ‘black hole’, second-rate, a maid. Such perception raises a question: is its existence still important? So nowadays, it is crucial to understand what kinds of influence regional media still have, what functions these media can fulfill and what will replace them if the media fail to deal with the challenging circumstances of the new media era.

News Values and New Media

It is obvious that the Internet has changed some traditional values; however, is this statement also true for standards associated with mass media? BBC and other leading international news media still use guidelines in order to remain objective, balanced, accurate, etc. As Solík, elevated news values of the modern world: Geographers or Journalists?

Locality has been an important news feature since the emergence of journalism; information about the place of origin is published at the beginning of every news text. This information increases the text’s objectivity, sometimes it is a confirmation of journalists’ presence at the scene. Listing the main questions that should be answered in every news text, Rantanen notices that journalists explained the meaning of ‘what’, but ignored other questions, including ‘where’.

According to journalistic practice, a good journalistic text is associated with events that are close to the reader. However, what does this ‘closeness’ mean nowadays, or rather where does the border between the ‘closeness’ and ‘distance’ lie?

Journalists are often accused of slanted coverage of certain issues; this is related to spatial dimension as well. The amount of attention media pay to different countries is disproportionate – journalists spread prejudices about certain places, present a warped worldview, construct world’s representation, etc. According to journalistic practice, a good journalistic text is associated with events that are close to the reader. However, what does this ‘closeness’ mean nowadays, or rather where does the border between the ‘closeness’ and ‘distance’ lie?

Describing different places, journalists should not deal with geography, but with the ‘relation ship between people and places’ They should try to understand cultural background. Here, Lippman’s theory of public opinion formation is mentioned: the symbolic space is constructed between the real place (country, city, district, etc.) and the news audience, and the audience’s reaction to the reality is influenced by this symbolic space.
Visiňovský and Laluhová mention: “Media practice shows that the values are distributed, but they are not always accepted by the urban audience.” American researchers have found out that only one-third of mainstream media products had been considered to be important by the audience. To gain larger audiences, journalists and editors try to combine news which is important for the society (so-called "hard news") with entertaining contents or experiment with new digital formats. However, both these approaches do not solve the problem of public awareness and community engagement. In the digital era, societies are fragmented. Social consensus becomes fragile because of a new individualism. And therefore another problem appears: “disempowerment” of many social groups is quite obvious in such a fragmented society, and this process could harm even some “upscale democracies”.

Timelessness as a news value should also be mentioned. Both the production and consumption of news are faster than ever, and velocity is crucial for any “clickable” text. However, accuracy, balance and background could be neglected by some journalists and, as a result, such privileges as “speed, efficiency, saving time and energy lead to the depersonalisation of humans and weakening of social ties.”

To sum up, content (noteworthiness) and time (timeliness) are among those values that nowadays face significant transformations. However, spatial criteria in news gathering are also changing and it is not clear what are the purposes and true potential of local and regional media whose agenda essentially differs from the goals and ambitions of media contents produced by multi-national or worldwide conglomerates which operate on the global media markets.

Does Geography Journalists Create Matter in the Times of New Media?

Nowadays, when the general interest in international news increases, media have become “producers of geographic knowledge”,29 constructors of “imaginative geographies”30 and even cyberspace “which blurs the traditional notions of time and space and the links between them”,31 that is why journalists remain important in defining emerging places and people. And here a concern of the Spanish daily newspaper El País readers who asked “whether they could even travel to the States”, mentioned by the elite daily New York Times,32 can be used as an appropriate example.

New media, e.g. social networks were expected to undermine the culture of gatekeepers who usually select and thus limit information for their audiences.33 However, the positive impact of social networks use on civic activity of youth was discovered.34 So is it possible for the audience of digital media to avoid the influence of slanted journalists’ geography? Rantanen claims that innovations in the sphere of media have a potential to “change concepts of time and place”, however, people did not get lost in this new space but “acquired a new sense”.35 In the times of globalisation and new technologies, news always mentions a certain place, making it more available for the audience than before and helping the reader to identify himself with that new place and his own.36 Kitamura also writes about the possibility of effective local communication with the help of “global communication medium”.37 Watson mentions interconnections between offline communities and online content creation.

Social networks users’ online and offline lists of contacts are usually the same.38 That said, the notion of space in the times of new media is researchable; new technologies contain some special tools for this inquiry. And certain places can be personalised or turned into “anthropological peripheries” where individuals can readily find stories, memories and communities: a sense of what lies beneath the surface.39 People are able “to move in news to different locations”40 and use new media as a special frame for the world observation.

Despite these new possibilities related to research on place, journalism that implements technological innovations remains questionable in terms of information selection. Van Dijk uses the term “screen culture”41 to describe a decline in personal communication and an increasing number of cases when screens can replace eye-to-eye contacts. Solikh, Visiňovský and Laluhová characterise the Internet era by saying that “the physical presence of the sender/receiver” is not obligatory.42 This is true for modern journalism as well; a reporter at the scene is not necessary in the world of filled with smartphones, social media, blogs, etc.

Voices of common people usually remain unrecognised by journalists; “corporate colonization” of the Internet continues and “similarity between journalists and Twitter users’ attitudes” can be noticed in the coverage of certain issues.43 Media do not use opportunities of the digital era to write about countries beyond the borders of the so-called ‘core countries’.44 As a result, space perception in the era of new media is still slanted and needs special monitoring. According to Rantanen’s comment, “this flux of news from different places, published in random order, and separated only by the date, time and place, is worth closer examination.”45

Local News Media in the Global Era and the Problem of Community Engagement

Local news seems to be something old-fashioned in the 21st century; however, there is still a list of functions that should be fulfilled in order to support democratic processes. The first argument to be mentioned is the specifics of political participation that is being predominantly actualised on the local level. "Community integration (...) mediated by communication" or "local information environments" are the crucial components of civic engagement. And community ties depend on media use. In order to provide this integration, local journalism should play the role of the local "forum of ideas", striving to achieve high level of participation, i.e. to create a "sense of place", to "speak to things that directly affected their [the local audience] lives and document people they know." Nowadays, when local communities and big societies are fragmented, common values and common knowledge can be provided by the local journalists who are the members of this particular community and act on behalf of it. Local media disseminate means of identification, present and integrate new members of the community.

So local news remains an important building material for democracy and this news is not only checked for qualitative information, like geography in journalistic texts is not only based on distances or certain places, but also on people's relations.

However, the position of the local press on the media market is not strong and the quality of discussions within the local "forum of ideas" local news media provide is being criticized. Journalists' attention to "local addresses decreased" coverage of some local topics can be fragmented and/or local journalists can be loyal to the local authorities and local businesses.

Moreover, local media markets are also very diverse, even within one country, so there is dependence between the local media activity, community integration/participation and media market structure, because "local news consumption is embedded in locality." So there can be different "regional news cultures" with different styles of news consumption and production. As a result, these factors can create different levels of community integration and civic engagement.

Information about the Analysed Local Sites

Dumskaya.net, founded in 2008, is the most popular news site in Odesa. In December 2017, 3.2 million users visited it, average visit duration was 3 minutes, and readers viewed 2.68 pages per visit (SimilarWeb data). According to Ukrainian NGO Institute of Mass Information, the owner of Dumskaya is Oleksiy Honcharenko, the Ukrainian politician; however, this information is not published on the site.

Dumskaya is the most read news site in Odesa; on the other hand, there is no evident competition. The website is hard to compete against Dumskaya. In December 2017, there were 1.07 million visitors (the site publishes information about 890,000 unique visitors per month), average visit duration was 2 minutes, and users viewed 1.02 pages per visit (SimilarWeb data). Odesa was founded in 2009 and belongs to City Sites network. It is claimed on the website of the company, that it is "one of the biggest network of city portals in the world".

Non-local News Published by Local News Media

Material and method

The following content analysis documents two approaches to news selection adopted by selected local news sites. The leading local news sites of Odesa (Southern Ukraine) and Lviv (Western Ukraine) were studied. Local news websites related to Odesa traditionally prefer local issues; however, in Lviv, local journalists are more interested in international and all-Ukrainian agenda.

News published on the given news sites in May 2015 – July 2015 were analysed (from the 25th of May, from the 15th of June to the 21st of June, from the 6th of July to the 12th of July; fourth, third and second week of the months in question). The year 2015 in Ukraine was politically active. Reforms of police, media reforms, decentralisation tendencies and anti-corruption measures started. In Odesa, Mikheil Saakashvili, the ex-president of Georgia, was appointed as the head of Odesa’s regional state administration. The situation in Ukraine was also one of the leading topics for international community. All these factors make local news media on the Internet an interesting and significant material to analyse. We are particularly interested in interconnections between local and international content, editorial policies of the news websites and processes of news gathering. Our content analysis works with these categories:

- news geography (city news, regional news, news from other Ukrainian regions, Ukrainian and international news);
- quantity of news visible on a news feed per day;
- exclusive (first-hand) information and non-exclusive sources;
- the ways of news gathering (journalist at the scene, press conferences, reprints – according to indicators and links in texts).

The conducted content analysis aims to fulfill several goals:

- to calculate the percentage of city/region/Ukrainian/international news on the news sites and thus compare Lviv-related and Odesa-related local news websites’ approaches towards news selection;
- to investigate a possible correlation between news geography and news exclusivity (does wider geography lead to use of a bigger number of exclusive sources?);
- to investigate a correlation between news geography and news quality (professional standards’ violation).

113相似数据。2017年11月24日。根据乌克兰NGO Institute of Mass Information，该网站是Odesa的本地新闻网站。
114相似数据。2017年10月10日。该网站是Odesa的本地新闻网站。
115相似数据。2017年10月10日。该网站是Odesa的本地新闻网站。
functioning in nine countries (among them there are seven post-Soviet countries, Great Britain and Comoros). A businesswoman Eben Oktaveshenok is the executive director of the network. "Delka" is a franchise.

Zaxid.net and Zik.ua are among the most popular sites in Lviv (2.31 million and 4.23 million visits in December 2017, average visit is 2 seconds on both sites, pages per visit 1.9 and 1.84, respectively). Zik was founded in 2004; nowadays it has its own TV channel and offices in Lviv and Kyiv (Ukrainian capital). Petro Dymytsky is the owner of this site. He is a businessman, politician and the president of Lviv football team Karpaty (this information is published on the website of Zik). Zaxid.net was founded in 2007. According to the Institute of Mass Information, it belongs to Andriy Sadovy's holding (Sadovyi is a Lviv mayor).

**Limitations**

Two approaches to news geography in Odesa and Lviv should also be considered in a wider context. At first, a historical vector is important. For example, in 2010 - 2012 there was a small percentage of all-Ukrainian and international news on Odesa-related news sites; however, this practice did not continue. And of course, during Euromaidan, the annexation of Crimea and the first months of war in Donbas Dnauksaya published quite a lot of texts from other Ukrainian regions, international news, etc. So it is important to compare data from 2015 with other time periods.

The second point is that the audience's sources of news consumption are very diverse. Thus, not only local media ratings, but all-Ukrainian should be used.

The problem of media ownership is also crucial. Almost all Ukrainian media have been founded to promote their owners' interests (in politics or business), so news geography of a certain news site should be juxtaposed with its owner's ambitions: to take up a position in Verkhovna Rada (the Ukrainian Parliament) or to develop a local company. These three points may be regarded as possible directions of future discoveries.

**Results**

The differences between online news portals from the two cities in question can be seen in Table 1.71

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>News about...</th>
<th>Lviv</th>
<th>Odesa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>city</td>
<td>19.00%</td>
<td>9.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>region</td>
<td>10.00%</td>
<td>8.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other Ukrainian regions</td>
<td>21.00%</td>
<td>29.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>28.00%</td>
<td>28.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>world</td>
<td>21.00%</td>
<td>24.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own processing

Lviv sites cover international/national events more often than local ones, whereas Odesa sites use the traditional approach to describing local affairs: they pay attention to the local events and write about international/national issues only if there is a connection with the local topics. There is also a difference in the attention paid to news related to other regions. Even though Howe explains this by the journalists' wish to attract readers with higher incomes,22 in Ukrainian local media it is usually the possibility to publish crime stories which traditionally have a lot of views online. Such news stories among are the majority of news about other Ukrainian regions.23 So we can distinguish a new model of local news sites with predominantly non-local content. And these results can also confirm the thesis about different 'regional news cultures'24 with different content agendas. On both types of sites there is a lack of attention paid to the events in their region.

News data can be compared with the data on passenger traffic associated with the Ukrainian railway.25 If Lviv is perceived as a 'capital' of the western part of Ukraine, Odesa is the central point for all towns in Odesa area. Dumlyov describes it as 'a thing-in-itself' and mentions that Odesa has intense contacts with other Ukrainian cities. At first glance we have to mention openness and insularity in the ways of news production and consumption. Lviv pretends to assume the role of the centre, so Lviv readers are interested not only in international/national agendas, but also in their local interpretations,26 whereas Odesa readers are keen to see detailed coverage of local issues. However, digital context of this process should also be examined. The Internet gives journalists the possibility to reprint content from all over the world; Internet portals make it possible to transmit this news to the audience. For example, the most popular Ukrainian portal Ukrinform has several subsections: world news, Ukrainian/regional news, politics, business, etc., so international news from Lviv site can automatically be published in the subsection 'world news' or news items about Lviv from Odesa site (with mentioning Lviv in a headline) are placed in the subsection 'News of Lviv and Lviv area'. Thus, it is not important anymore which the journalistic text was produced; it is important, however, which place was mentioned. Meanwhile, Ukrainian media market is oversaturated (for instance, there are over 50 news sites in Odesa)27 and it can be extremely hard for the audience to remember the names. The Internet gives the local journalists the possibility to write about different places and use an open, non-local model of news coverage, discover new countries and people. However, the quality of these texts should be examined in order to answer the question: does an increase of attention to the international news lead to an increase in understanding of international affairs? And can local journalists provide a deeper coverage of the international situation without having journalists at the scene?

Ukrainian local online news media give several interesting examples. For instance, a local news site from Karhiv (ATVnew), one of the leading news websites in the region, also publishes international news stories more often than the local ones, but almost all of them are rather soft news, like a diet for pandas or an unknown creature that was found in the USA.28 Here, international news is the way to attract more readers and entertain them, not to provide a deeper coverage of international affairs.

Nevertheless, one similarity between Lviv non-local news sites and the Karhiv sites should be mentioned: it is the amount of news. If Odesa news sites publish approximately 25-35 texts per day, Lviv sites produce 100-250 texts, Karhiv ATVnew tends to post 83 news stories, a local news site from Mykolaiv (UKrinit).

---

77 CityNews. [online]. [2017-10-10]. Available at: [https://citynews.global.com/ua/].
79 Newswebdirectory [online]. [2017-10-09]. Available at: [https://zik.ua/media/pdf/struktura-izobrehov-noy-kommunikacii.pdf].
81 See also STEBLYNA, N.: Geografiia internet movsoriv Lvova I Odessy: O kalakh strakhom pisdat chishe vozy [online]. [2017-05-20]. Available at: [http://svit.mediasapiens.ua/monitoring/regional_newspapers/geografiia_internetmovsory_lovs_o_odessy_o_kalakh_strakhom_pisdat_chishe_vozy/].
Local News Geography and News Quality

In Lviv there are several features of news politics: bigger number of texts published per day, wider geography of news and the 24/7 mode, whereas Odessa sites are in a different situation. In order to understand the quality of news, their sources and compliance with professional standards can be taken into account.

The site Dnasmay from Odessa has been the object of such scrutiny for several times and it has the biggest number of exclusivity both in Odessa region[88] and in Ukraine (among other local sites, which were the objects of such a study).[89] During the period of monitoring, Dnasmay and 068.ua published 30% and 18% of news respectively with journalists present at the scene.

Sites from Lviv produced 12-13% of such texts; however, a majority of these texts on the sites 068.ua, Zaxid.net, Zik.com.ua were not exclusive – the texts contain reports from press conferences, public presentations, etc. Dnasmay.net is an exception, but other sites from Odessa also prefer to publish non-exclusive content. To sum up, the local news sites, with a few rare exceptions, usually have a big percentage of reprints from different sources (press releases, other media, posts from social networks, etc.). This study (as well as other ones) confirms this as well.[90] Local journalists often work from their offices and do not stay in touch with the local environment.

Professional standards need to be mentioned as well. Ukrainian local news media are constantly reflected on by NGO’s research (Internews, Institute for Democracy, named by Pylyp Orlyk, Institute of Mass Communication, etc.). According to their data, journalists usually publish news with the reference to one source and do not double-check their information. As a result, hidden political and commercial adverts (in Ukraine called “jinsa”) are often published, mostly because of violations of editorial independence standards and low culture of media ownership. There is a lack of context and neutrality in media production.[91]

The average level of news quality on the local news sites in Ukraine is low; according to Institute for Democracy’s data, compliance with professional standards on Lviv news sites is higher than on Odessa sites.[92] As it seems, there is no correlation between two different approaches to news geography (non-local and local) and violation of professional journalistic standards. Journalists can publish reprints and stay neutral if they provide accurate information and context.

However, the low level of exclusivity and reliability on one single source can be mentioned as a common feature of news on the local online news websites in question. It is a logical consequence of the increase in the number of journalistic products that should be prepared per day, the reduction of the amount of editorial staff, and the influence of the metrics of the Internet as a medium (both local and nationwide). Ukrainian online news websites almost do not generate their own information, but rather serve as a platform for gathering and re-posting topical information from different sources.[93]


Conclusions and Discussion

The Internet gives a lot of technical opportunities to both journalists and civil activists; almost everyone can be a founder of a news site (there an example of Long Eaton can be mentioned; Tony Fountain, an activist, started publishing a blog with local news after the one and only local newspaper in the town had ceased to exist).[94] However, in Ukraine reality having many local news websites to choose from does not mean that they provide deep and quality coverage of local affairs. Local media in Ukraine possess neither trust of the general public nor its attention; people tend to get information from national media (predominantly television) or use news aggregators (portals like Ukranet or social networks).[95] So there is quite a weak connection between a certain local news site and a reader.

Moreover, national media do not cover local affairs deeply and use various tabloid practices, specialising in covering crime stories.[96] Given the increase of non-local news on the local websites, it seems that the readers’ attention is not concentrated on the local affairs. The local news websites use non-local ways of coverage and write about conflicts and crimes, hoping to gain a bigger audience. However, if journalists perceive their audience as consumers only, a contradiction between a successful business model and “fostering a sense of citizenship” can emerge.[97]

Taking into consideration the given facts, the local audience’s knowledge about the world becomes wider, whereas the interest to the closest environment evaporates, especially if news websites like Lviv online news media do not demonstrate any connection between international and local news. Thus, the term “local news deserts” can also be mentioned.[98] In Ukraine, it is not about the absence of local media in a certain area, it is about media that are not trusted and media that do not pay attention to the local affairs, offering local news as something secondary.

Whereas two types of local affairs coverage by Ukrainian local news websites as well as two types of “regional news cultures” can be distinguished, quality of local news remains a problem for both of them. Readers, who are provided with a lot of local but poorly verified and unbalanced content, can also have problems with participating in political or social life of the community, because of the incomplete picture of the city/region they perceived through media.

However, the topic of local/non-local content of local media should be addressed more widely in the future. It could be interesting to compare the media agenda and principles of news gathering of Ukrainian online news websites with local news websites of other countries. Perhaps the preference should be given to regions, which are situated near the country’s borders. And here the specificity of Ukrainian media audience needs be mentioned: nationwide news is much more popular than local news in Ukraine. Although there are countries where the situation related to local news media is different.

As the connection between a number of news displayed on news feed and news geography is obvious, it is important to find out when non-local Lviv news websites began publishing international and all-Ukrainian news. Was there a period when Lviv journalists published only local news? And, of course, Lviv newspapers, which pay their attention to international and all-Ukrainian events, could be analysed. Expert interviews with local editors and journalists may add some significant context to this research as well.

Taking into account the connection between the participation in local affairs and the interest in local media, we can see the importance of further research on the audience’s awareness of the local environment and their readiness to improve the local environment, maintaining the local authorities’ control, etc. Writing about the evolution of corporate culture and the future of media, Igers Clemson:

If there is hope for journalism as a public practice and for journalism ethics as a meaningful public discourse, it must lie in a new vision of journalism ethics – one that recognizes the central importance of the public in journalism and the necessity of finding ways to reengage the public in public life.39

Nowadays, this problem remains a very topical one: if local news media do not fulfill their functions of watchdogging and community integration, people in the era of new media will have to find other adequate tools for the formation of civil society.
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